What Do Customers Say About GhostBlind?
These are real customers, who have firsthand experience with
our products, rather than pro staff or paid endorsements.
Many of these testimonials were accompanied by pictures!
"Well....I couldn't wait around to win one...so I bought one. I was
really skeptical about how the blind would perform. I hate to sound
like an advertisement, but the blind was beyond expectations. I
have never harvested a deer from the ground before...and I've
tried.....pop-up blinds, ghillie suits......you name it. Well....on opening day of shotgun in Illinois, I
set up on a field edge, and was able to put 2 down. They never had a clue....
Thanks Ghostblind! " Ryan Ortega posted on GhostBlind's Wall.
“What a fantastic product!!! Set up almost anywhere in 5 min or less and be ready for the kill
shot. Bagged a doe and a buck in the same week. Had other deer walking within 10 yards of
me, they had no clue I was even there. Thank you. What an amazing piece of equipment. A
real difference maker!!” Mike Szymanski
“Man the ghostblinds awesome! I just bought one and the very first sit in it i shot about a 150 lb
doe. She had no clue i was there.” Kyle Lanier posted on GhostBlind's Wall
“I'm not exactly sure about any of this, its for my husband & I've been hearing him talk about it to
friends & caught him looking at this site MULTIPLE times=)” Sent from an online customer
“We had a 40 acre square wheat/bean field to hunt. We had 2 hunters in laydown blinds
counter sank in the wheat outlined with decoys and we surrounded them on the surrounding
tree line with 3 other groups of hunters. One of the hunters had an old fashioned nylon tent
style ground blind, another used hay bails and I had the GhostBlind. My son Mitchell (white tshirt) shot and dropped his first goose and I backed him up and got the other. The hunters in
the hay and old fashioned ground blind did not get so lucky. Let me put it this way; the geese
had 100% no clue we were sitting behind the GhostBlind. The trick was placing it just into the
weeds on the field edge where it could grab the blowing taller grass in front of it.” Gary Stang
“The ghostblind concept is the best cover tool since they put cinamon on toast! I won't bore you
guys with a long drawn out story. I bumped several deer early one afternoon while walking out
of the woods, one of which "appeared" to be a decent buck? I had hunted this area previously,
and knew there had been a buck bedding near, but had never actually seen it. I decided to take
a stab at these particular deer the next afternoon. I knew I had to get in quietly, and this meant
no climber. Packing in the Ghostblind was the only option. I was in set up and hunting in about
5 minutes of arriving, undetected, I hoped? Within minutes of settling in, I noticed movement
through the brush! It was a buck, a nice buck... then two, no three!! Three very nice mature
bucks working there way towards me in single file! As I struggled to maintain my composure, I
could hardly believe my luck, I was within 20 yds of three great bucks and they were 100%
unaware that one of'em was bout to be target practice. I was actually able to watch them,
completely undetected, and decide which of the three I wanted. At only 18 yds I was presented
with "the shot of my lifetime"! God guided the arrow home. Ghostblind thank you guys so much
for making 'Joe the hunter' feel like a sponsored tv hunter, even if for just one day. It's one I'll
remember a long time. Thanks!” Gene Stallworth
“I have used my ghost blind bow hunting now for about a year and I have had deer, pig, quail
and coyote within feet of me. Wait till you see how close these deer were to me. Thank you for
coming up with this idea it really works!” Dr Michael Scroggins
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“I just got back from deer hunting in Texas and I used my ghostblind. When the boys came to
pick me up at the end of the day, they were impressed in the fact they could not believe how the
blind blended in with the surroundings. Looking forward to using it on a bear hunt in Canada in
the spring. Many thanks for a great product. Just wish it was a little bigger. I hunt with a
crossbow, because I am an old guy. “ Dick Miller
“The Ghostblind has been used on and off for a year or so. It was used for the 2010 spring
turkey hunt in Michigan. It was viewed as a great aid to camouflage the hunter from the super
eyed turkey. A nice tom was taken from a bean field at 25 yards. The turkey never saw it
coming. The latest test was the Michigan Deer Gun season in the same year. It was used both
the first and second days of the hunt in mid-Michigan state land. The Ghostblind offers many
advantages that were also noted from the turkey hunting earlier in the year. The biggest one is
the ability to make small moves behind the panel without being seen. Getting something out of
the backpack and checking the latest scores or playing a game of solitary on the Blackberry are
just some of the movements that it concealed. Well maybe not the last two but you get the
picture. The deer still seemed to think something was not right while looking at it but they were
not spooked by it either. It also served to block out some of the wind that was blowing both
days. The tie downs and stakes were very helpful in keeping the blind in position. Another
advantage for the blind was it’s portability in repositioning. After scouting the day before the
opener, I found a hilltop that seemed to have most of the deer sign on the north side but when
the deer showed up they were coming from the south. With a quick pulling of two stakes and
picking up the light blind, I was ready for the deer from the south. Over all it was a good addition
to hunting….. Over all I was pleased with the Ghostblind and will take it with me to the woods
again. “ Wayne Gort
“FIRST DAY USING BLIND, KILLED THIS 9 POINT IN LOUISIANA.” DENNIS GOTREAUX
“My name is Jackie Achee, from Baton Rouge, La. I bought a ghost blind on Nov. 19, 2010 and
on my first day of use Nov. 21, 2010 @ 10:00 am I harvested a deer with my ghostblind. It was
the most incredible experience in all my years of hunting. I am not a professional hunter or
guide. My husband and I own a small parcel of land for only family use and I can attest to the
fact that the deer did not see me. The wind was in my favor and this same deer came out on me
3 days prior and my movement caused the deer to flee. I am sorry I have no pics or video but
this deer never saw me. I am convinced that the ghostblind allowed me to be invisible and my
husband cannot stop raving about this product. I was 60 yds away and was able to raise my
primitive weapon and make a much easier and more effective kill shot. My son-in-law helped us
drag the deer to the truck and he could not find the ghostblind and we had to literally walk him
up the hill and show him where I was sitting. He was completely awestruck. If hunters make
sure that the wind is in there favor I am sure that you could hunt safer by not having to climb
trees and not risk injury to many hunters. Naturally if the weather is bad I would go get in my
box blind, but if we can continue to hunt successfully behind the blind we will have to get my
husband a ghost blind also or we may fight over this great invention. LOL. Thank you also for
your friendly phone service as you all are absolutely wonderful. I have to say that I thought the
blind was a little overpriced, and some folks may not be able to purchase this amazing product,
but to me it was well worth the price and we will probably purchase one more. We seldom
purchase products we see on the hunting shows but if you are wondering where we saw your
product advertised it was on one of the hunting shows. Cannot remember the name of the
show. Thanks so much again. What a wonderful invention. Hats off to whoever thought of this. “
Jackie Achee
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“I was hunting an oak grove that was being used heavily. The surrounding area was very thick
and there was no way too set up except in the oaks. I knew I was way too close but didn't know
what else to do. At 6:30P.M. a big doe fed into the area. She looked in my direction once and
then began feeding again. I raised my longbow for the shot and she stopped to stare again. I
thought for sure the gig was up, but she began feeding again. I continued my draw and her
head went up again her ears went back and she began to walk away stiffly as I sent a two
bladed magnus through her chest at less than 10 yds thanks to the ghostblind. P.S. My 10 y.o.
got his first turkey in April using the ghost blind and my 9 y.o. got a doe with a shotgun during
our youth season. I tell everyone I know how great these ghostblinds are.”
Jerry Buschle, Rising Sun IN
“This blind has been very handy for me. I have used it for a week now. The first night I used it, I
had a 6 point buck walk 5 feet from me. Needless to say, I was so shook up that I blew the shot
with my longbow. It is hilarious when snowshoe hares get close enough to see themselves.
They go nuts thinking there is another bunny there, and when I peek over the top and go "boo"
they freak out. This blind has been alot of fun, and with an extremely low deer population up
here, makes hunting fun because I don't have to sit every night in a tree stand or lug a heavy
tent. I'm in my sixties and don't have to kill anymore to enjoy a hunt. I like to move around and
see all kinds of wildlife. The ghostblind gives me that kind of flexability. Thanks for a great
product.” Robert Lord
"Ghostblind is by far and away the best company I have ever worked with as a retailer. The
product is everything that they claim it to be and the company truly drives sales into my store.
Once I got my first shipment in and my contact information was posted on their website, I began
getting more phone calls for this product than I have from any other wholesaler's website.
When it comes to advertising, Ghostblind puts their money where their mouth is."
Joel E. Fulton, Freedom Firearms, 539 Capital Avenue SW, Battle Creek, MI
“This is my story. Friday 4-30 I set up the Ghostblind that I had borrowed from PJ on the edge of
a freshly planted corn field. Was there about 30 minutes and saw a hen come out of the woods
15 yards away from me. Never even knew that I was there. She walked out in the field dusted
off and kept on walking. Thirty minutes later I saw 5 jakes come out of the woods, in response to
my calling, spotted my decoy, and headed straight down the hill for "her". They stopped about
50 yards away and all 5 gave the woods a thorough going over before continuing to the decoy.
At 18 yards I shot taking the biggest of the 5. I laughed nearly out loud because the other 4 just
stood there and seemed to be asking each other what just happened and not seeing any
danger. After 10 more minutes they just strolled away. I spent the next 2 hours just laughing to
myself about how good the Ghostblind is. I still chuckle about it. Thanks for the great product. I
am looking forward to using it for deer season with the same results. Thanks “
Wayne Gort
“Today was opening of Turkey season I used the ghostblind for the frist time I set up in an open
field with the sun shinning right on the blind and harvested a long beard The turkeys never were
bothered by the sun reflection I will be getting another Blind soon. Thanks for a great product.”
Raymond Pursell
“It was an early morning in the south part of Scotts Bluff County Nebraska, started out at 0600.
We set up the GhostBlind as seen in the pictures with the wind to our left. Began calling at
about 0700 and with in just a few minutes we had 3 coyotes coming into us on a dead run. They
approached and clearly had no clue we were there, unfortunately my shooting skills this
morning with the adrenalin rush had diminished, but 3 shots later we had a coyote! We have
had the blind out many times now, and have learned that the most important thing to remember
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is not to break your horizon, make sure what ever your blind is reflecting, is the same as your
backdrop as you can see in the picture. This will for sure give you success more times than
none. My buddies are in the process of ordering their blinds, and soon we will have a great
collaboration of hunting with 360 degrees of GhostBlind around us! That's my 2 cents!”
Jordan Meininger
“It was a bow kill and I did not find him until 2 days later in a swamp. Bobcats and Coyotes got
him good unfortunately. I have killed 3 behind it and plan on doing more of the same. I will take
it to West TX in April for turkey hunting and Hog hunting. Never thought about pics but will do in
future. Great product. I love it and gives me a break from the climber stand. Both my boys bow
hunt and use it often since they are too young to use a climber. I will send pic of skull mount
from Jan 1. Big ugly bruiser at 25 yards. Best new deer hunting product I have seen in 40 years
of bow hunting.” Best, Chris Collins Richmond, VA.
“I just thought I would share with you my first kill using the ghost blind. This deer is 8 or 9 years
old. I have watched him for 4 years now. Taking him with a gun was not an option for me. I
love getting close to them. He was too smart to get in close. I must say the ghost blind did the
trick. I set up in the brush just off the edge of a field. Before he showed up, I had about 12
other deer within bow range. Some of those deer were within 12 feet of me and never new I
was there. Around 5 p.m. this buck came out into the field and spotted all of the deer around
me and felt it was safe to come in. It went down perfectly. He came and all the other bucks and
does parted and let him get within 20 yards of me. I made the shot and he fell no more than 40
yards away in the field. Thanks for a great product! “ Regards, D. Paul Wagnon
“I had numerous deer several times within 10 yards of my ghost blind without knowing anyone
was home. They all munched comfortably and securely assured there was no danger lurking
nearby. That was the last mistake for this unlucky buck.” Harry Gemberling, Silver Spring
MD
“I just wanted to let you know I appreciated all your efforts to get my Ghostblind shipped to me
on time for my recent hunt in Kentucky. I live in Florida and was leaving for a Kentucky bowhunt
prior to the projected UPS arrival date. With some help from a young lady at your company
(who's name escapes me), my blind was re-routed to a friend's place in Kentucky- making it
before I did. I put the blind to the test a couple days later and bagged a nice Bluegrass 8 point. I
got the wind right and he never saw the arrow coming! I have attached a picture to share OUR
success. You make a great product and you obviously have a great staff. Keep up the good
work and I'll keep spreading the word about the effectiveness of your blinds. Thanks again!”
Jeff Dixon
“Nice Indiana buck taken on the first day of firearms season from my brand new Ghostblind. He
never knew I was there. Great product. “ Bob Pellegrino
“Thank you Ghost Blind and Reba!! 23 yards and he never new I was there. Hunted a scrape
and ghost blind did the rest. The four-panel model is light enough for this 66 yr. Old with the
stool and it set up just like you advertised. Its my best buck with the bow and I cant wait for
shotgun and Muzzle loader. Great product and I can wear the old woolies and not worry about
camo. Just think how much is spent on camo when the ghost blind does it all. Thanks again,”
Phil Roderick, Bliss,NY
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“There was something odd about the nice 12 point buck . I saw it last year and it seemed to
have an odd gait . The binoculars revealed the deer had deformed hoofs. this year,I decided to
hunt this deer or a nice 10 point which would score even higher than the 12 . November 15 was
warm and windy,not what i wanted to see.At 3:00,the does started moving so i moved to quickly
set up my Ghostblind on a frequently used trail.The 12 point buck came by at 35 yards but no
clear shot..After he passed,a small 8 point came thru and the 12 point came back towards me to
show he was the boss. At 4;30 he gave me a broadside shot at 30 yards and i made a good hit
with my crossbow. The Ghostblind is really great for its lightweight design and becomming
whatever shape or color is in front of you.I attached the Manscape to the xbows frame and it
took away the hard shape allowing me to an extra layer of camo behind the Ghostblind.Well,its
off to the taxidermist!” Roger Pettit
“BA took one down last night at TCO with his mighty Limbsaver. This is all the info I have at this
time. Here is an early shot of his kill. We'll have better pics and details later. Roy Danker took a
nice one in Kansas Saturday night, too! We have him at 158 5/8. I've attached his pic as well.
Thank you, GhostBlind! Couldn't have harvested this buck without your product! BVO has had a
great week!” Buck Ventures Outdoors TV
“Hi Greg, Forrest Carter from Carter releases here... So far I had a couple opprotunities at bear
but one was too small at 20 yards... Full draw on him and everything, just let him live. The next
was at 9 yards but we locked eyes and he busted me. never saw the blind, just my eyeballs
staring him down. The success so far is this Idaho doe I took a few nights ago. 44 yards with 2
smaller bucks and 2 other does with her. Perfect top of the heart shot. The blind works like a
charm as advertised, you truly simply... disappear. Thanks again for making such an adaptive
product. My focus is now on another nice buck I have patterened on the farm and elk up north
from us. I would be honored if you can use the picture. After season ends and I hopefully have a
couple more Kills I have an idea for an article regarding the ghostblind.” Thanks, Forrest Carter
“Attached are some more pictures. Thanks again for a great product. I think I sold two of them
for sure today at work just telling my turkey story from the weekend and I plan on buying the
deluxe bag to carry it with before the bow season. I'm a believer for sure and I keep spreading
the word! Picture 454 I sent in a text to all of my friend after I set the blind up. I walked right
past it the first time I went to sit for the evening and nobody that saw the picture could find the
blind until they zoomed the picture in really close. One friend even said- "it's to the left of the big
tree- right" - nope it's to the right but thanks for playing! Picture 355 was another set-up I did.
The birds never came close to the edges of the field so I set-up right in the middle and got one
right out in the open field like I was invisible! Again- thanks for a great product. Now I have to
hang it back on the wall until September and I'll surely send some more pics. Thanks,” Brian
Woller
“First of all, why didn't I think of this? The Runner is amazing! The reflection is crystal clear. The
product is lightweight and easy to carry. I love it! Fits right in the back of my turkey vest and sets
up in seconds. Had one turkey this season that was roosted closer than I thought and I had to
sit down right where I was. Without my blind I would have stood out like a sore thumb. I shot the
turkey, went to get him, looked back at my set up and was amazed. I totally could not even see
the blind. It blended flawlessly!” HappyGhost – product review, Cabela’s Site
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“I recently purchased a six-panel runner ghost blind for my pre-season deer scouting.I have a
heart condition that limits me to ground blind hunting so I decided to give the ghost blind a try.By
using normal hunting tactics such as wind direction,natural cover and scent cover I was able to
get within 10 yards of many animals,deer,fox,and even a coyote without detection.I cannot wait
for hunting season to begin so I can score with my new blind.Great idea! Thank you ghost blind,
mr.jim,” JimFromJersey – product review from Cabela’s site
“Hunting from a wheelchair I have used a lot of ground blinds. Problem with the ground blinds
are I'm not able to setup myself or move around if I wanted to hunt a different spot day of the
hunt. With the ghostblind I'm able to setup the blind myself and if I need to move I'm able to
transport the blind myself. I have harvest turkey and deer with the ghostblind. Ghostblind to me
is priceless... Thanks for a great product!!!” OhioWheelChair – product review from Cabela’s
site
“After reading some reviews I was nervous about my purchase...but I LOVE IT! The lightweight
panels have held up great! After hunting for both a turkey season and a deer season my Ghost
Blind still disappears! I've beat it up pretty hard in the woods and it still works great. One tip
though...make sure you remove the protective film it comes shipped with! I love my GhostBlind
and definitely have better success because of it!” HappyGhost – product review, Cabela’s
Site
“This is the whip. It really is the perfect blind. If you are looking at retiring your climbing tree
stand this is the way to go. A see through roof top would be great for rainy days. Customer
service is also great. They are willing and ready to serve. I used this blind in turkey season and
was never seem by turkeys, dogs, people or deer.It is also a great option when there are no
trees large enough to get into. Thanks for a great product.” Raego – product review from
Cabela’s site
“Set up super easy. Virtually disappears. First day using was super windy and it held up great
when staked down correctly. Had several deer in easy bow range clueless to my presence.
Happy I own it.” Timbertall – product review from Cabela’s site
“I just took over our 3,000 acre Family Hunting Ranch to Book Hunters on Deer, Turkey, Hogs. I
had no idea what I was to use in the form of Blinds? The elevated Box Blinds are popular, as
the Tree Stands, but my liabilities and concerns took over and Ghostblind won by 40 lengths!
That is alot considering Secretariat won the Belmont by 36 lengths. Back to the GhostBlinds, I
set one up the other day in between the water tank and deer feeder. I was closer to the deer
traveling the trail than I have ever been! Plus, they did not even look my way, about 22 yards
away. I am blown away, and will report again after my first Bowhunters will set up my
Ghostblinds Oct. 1st, and if they can shoot at all, will tag out within the first few days. Everything
is on GO with my ghostblinds and thanks for carrying such a unique item for the Wildlife Hunter!
I can't think of any Game that could not be bagged using this unique invention!!!”
SnakeyBendOutfitters – product review from Cabela’s site
“This is a great product! I have used it both Turkey hunting and deer hunting and have had
animals walk right up to it. They never spooked.The turkeys walked up to it while they were
feeding, they got so close I lost sigth of them. The deer got well within bow range.This product
works very well running and gunning/bow hunting. Well worth the investment.” Wws101 –
product review from Cabela’s site
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“I have hunted for the past two years out of a Ghosblind while ground hunting and have taken
some true wall hangers from behind one. They are super easy to setup and light as anything out
there. As for the gentleman listed below that talked about the "cloudy" look, he obviously didn't
read the instructions and remove the film on the blind for shipping. I can't wait to arrow another
giant from behind my Ghostblind this fall!” GABuckman – product review from Cabela’s site
“I have been hunting whitetail for forty years and missed some opportunities on some nice
bucks because I couldn't get close enough, no trees to climb, traditional ground blinds didn't
blend in with the natural surroundings.Ghostblind was the answer to my prayers. Although I
didnt get Wally wall hanger last season I was able to get up close and personal and fill a tag or
two.The Ghostblind is another tool in my toolbox . Great product well constructed and
comfortable to carry.” FishOn60 – product review from Cabela’s site
“I've used this product to harvest whitetail and turkeys this past season. I've killed deer it in one
area of my property that is pretty much open and was never able to kill anything there until i
bought the ghost blind. I couldnt be happier with this products quailty and effectiveness. Just
like anything else you are spending your money on if you take care of it it should take care of
you!! Bottom line its puts meat on the table!!” NeverHome07 – product review from Cabela’s
site
“I purchased the ghostblind after being sold watching the pictures and videos about this product.
Once it arrived i couldn't belive the quality for the amount i spent, it was just made out of actual
plastic cardboard with a reflective panel glued on. The plastic cardboard pannels are their
answer to making it lightweight. I still gave it the benifit of the doubt and tried it out on the field. I
don't know why but the mirror panels are not crystal clear like a mirror reflection; they look so
foged up and cloudly. It stands out in the field due to the poor quality of the reflection, I was so
disapointed after spending so much. I just recently took it out again only to find the mirror panels
have now formed spots. I tried cleaning and wiping them off but no luck, its been stored indoors
all this time in a controled tempatured enviroment and it has only been out in the field once for
about 10 minutes. I should've just invested in a high quality ground blind for the amount of
money i had spend on this.” TxHunterTx – product review from Cabela’s site
(This hunter obviously never removed the protective film from the mirrors.)

“I just want you to know how excited I was when I received my Man Stalker for my bow. I have
been busted by deer so many times after the leaves fall from the trees, I really think this is a
great solution to that problem. Thank you for a cool product and great service, I received my
order in 2 days.” Andy Prince
"Words cannot adequately express my appreciation for the great customer service that you
personally provided me when I stopped in completely unannounced to see about getting a
longer piece wire for one of my extensions...I have been hunting for 51 years now and have
learned that it pays to get the best gear that you can afford and to do business with people who
provide superior customer support... You and your company fill both those dimensions. Based
upon my own experiences I would rate your service right up there with Weatherby, Leupold,
Summit, Millenimum, Swarovski, and Lehigh Bullets... each of you make great products and
back them 100% and always place the customer first!
Thanks once again for a great product, superior customer support and putting your personal
touch into the arena. I will wear my hat and display my decal on my hunting vehicle to show
support for your company in the hopes that others will give your products a try...We sportsmen
and sportswomen need good American made products backed by good people, it makes the
whole outdoor experience more satisfying". Mike Simpson, Newburg, PA

